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요   약

핸드오버는 multi-hop relay 시스템에서 이동성을 제공하기 해 필요하다. 핸드오버의 주요 목 은 MS가 한 

BS의 air-interface에서 다른 BS의 air-interface로 이동할 때 연속 연결을 제공하는 것이다.

특히 이종기계간의 핸드오버는 차세  네트워크에 필수 이다. Mobile WiMAX MMR system에서의 수직 핸

드오버 기술은 기술자들이 Mobile WiMAX system을 overlaid cell환경으로 가져오는데 매우 유용하다.

이 기술은 Micro cell(Frequency 1,FA1) and Macro cell(Frequency 2,FA2)사이에 놓인 Ubiquitous 환경에서 

시스템 성능향상을 해 MRS를 다른 시스템으로 핸드오버 하는 기술에 용될 것이다. 이 논문에서 FA1과 FA2

주 수를 사용하여 제안된 조건들에 따라 MRS들이 수직 핸드오버를 수행했다. 그리고 심에 있는 Macro cell과 

그것을 싸고 있는 6개의 Macro cell들의 BS나 섹터로부터 받은 간섭  성능을 분석한다. 
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ABSTRACT

Handover is needed in multi-hop relay systems to support mobility. The main purpose of handover is to 

provide the continuous connection when a MS migrates from the air-interface of one BS to another air-interface 

provided by another BS. Especially the handover between different systems is essential to next generation 

network. Vertical Handover technology in Mobile WiMAX MMR system is very useful for operators to 

introduce to Mobile WiMAX system in an overlaid cell environment. This technology will be applied to 

technology which hands MRS(Mobile Relay Station) over to different systems for system performance 

enhancement in Ubiquitous environment overlaid between Micro cell(Frequency 1,FA1) and Macro cell(Frequency 

2,FA2). In this paper, FA1 and FA2 are used in order to perform Vertical Handover of MRS(Mobile Relay 

Station) according to suggested conditions. interferences from neighboring BS or other sectors of 6 macro cells 

surrounding center Macro cell are analyzed and throughputs are measured according to suggested conditions.
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Fig.1. Handover and Macro/Micro cell concept
[8]

Ⅰ. Intorduction

Future mobile wireless communication system is 

envisioned to provide very high data rates and 

spectral efficiency in addition to ubiquitous 

coverage that do not appear to be feasible with 

the existing cellular architecture. 

The achievable Carrier to Interference and 

Noise Ratio(CINR) decreases with an increasing 

link distance. Shadowing and non line-of-sight 

(NLOS) communications further reduce the 

received signal quality. For Coverage extension 

through settlement of shadowing zone and data 

throughput enhancement,
[1]-[3] it is easy to increase 

number of base station. Of course if a number of 

user increase according to base station increase, 

increase of base station is effective, but the 

number of user is saturated already in advanced 

nations.

So a relay station is one method in order to 

solve this problem. Mobile Multi-hop Relay 

concept is a well-accepted economical approach 

and is introduced in order to improve transfer rate 

of user and extension of service area of 

conventional mobile communication system or 

portable internet system and made representatively 

standard regular applied to Mobile WiMax in 

IEEE 802.16j
[4]-[6] and activity in order to adopt 

IMT-Advanced WiMAX in future is being 

performed in IEEE 802.16m.

IEEE 802.16j is an amendment to the IEEE 

802.16 broadband wireless access standard to 

enable the operation of multi-hop relay stations 

(RS). Other important technology is to provide 

the continuous connection when a MS migrates 

from the air-interface of one BS to another 

air-interface provided by another BS
[7]. Handover 

is needed in multi-hop relay systems to support 

mobility.

Different nets may use different technologies 

for access, LAN, WaveLAN, Bluetooth, GPRS 

etc. According to this, a future system should 

also have functions for switching between 

technologies without a broken connection as 

result.

Vertical handover refers to a network node 

changing the type of connectivity it uses to 

access a supporting infrastructure, usually to 

support node mobility. For example, a suitably 

equipped laptop might be able to use both a high 

speed wireless LAN and a cellular technology for 

Internet access. Wireless LAN connections 

generally provide higher speeds, while cellular 

technologies generally provide more ubiquitous 

coverage. Thus the laptop user might want to use 

a wireless LAN connection whenever one is 

available, and to 'fail over' to a cellular 

connection when the wireless LAN is unavailable. 

Vertical handover between WLAN and UMTS 

(CDMA2000) have attracted a great deal of 

attention in all the research areas of the 4G 

wireless network, due to the benefit of utilizing 

the higher bandwidth and lower cost of WLAN 

as well as better mobility support and larger 

coverage of UMTS. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as 

follows. Section II contains Concept of Handover. 

Section III contains System model such as 

Macro/Micro cell figuration, Vertical Handover 

environment for simulation, flowchart and parameter. 

Section IV includes Simulation results and Section 

V contains conclusion of this paper.

Ⅱ. Concept of Handover

Figure 1 illustrates horizontal/vertical handover 

and Macro/Micro cell concept
[8]. 

When MS goes into neighbor cell with same 
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Fig. 2. Wrap-around 19cells configuration

Fig. 3. 6 macro cells surrounding center Macro cell in 
order to analyze interferences induced by them

Fig. 4. Vertical Handover according to conditions

Table 1. VHO conditions

Conditions Details

w/o VHO

A system without VHO between Micro 
cell and Macro cell. In this case, MRS 
(or MS) does Horizontal handover from
existing Micro cell to neighbor Micro
cell.

Condition1 
(w/ VHO)

A system which performs VHO from
Micro to Macro cell.
 1) When drop time is more than 15
 frame(half of 150ms HO drop time) 
 due to SINR degradation.
2) When the speed of MRS increases
 more than 80Km/h.

Condition2
(w/ VHO)

A system which performs VHO from 
Macro to Micro cell
1) When drop time is more than 15 
frame(half of 150ms HO drop time) due 
to SINR degradation.
2) When the speed of MRS decreases less 
than 80Km/h.

Condition1,2 
(w/ VHO)

A system doing VHO when condition1 
and 2 are satisfied.

frequency in same access networks, MS tries to 

do horizontal handover. When MS goes to 

neighbor cell with different frequency in different 

system, MS tries to do vertical handover. In case 

of horizontal handover, IP address need to change 

and access technology, network interface, QoS 

parameter are not changed, In case of vertical 

handover, IP address and access technology need 

to change and network interface, QoS parameter 

also can be changed.

Ⅲ. System model

3.1. Macro/Micro cell figuration
Figure 2 illustrates configuration of Wrap- 

around 19cells. There are 3 sectors per cell. 

Every cell radius is 1.5km and there are 19 

micro cells in one macro cell. one macro cell 

(red dotted circle) of 6km radius is put into 6 

surrounding macro cells as shown in Figure 3 

which is to calculates interferences induced by 

BSs and sectors of surrounding 6 macro cells.
[9]

3.2. Vertical Handover environment for simulation
Figure 4 illustrates Vertical HandOver(VHO) 

according to different conditions. In simulation, 

the frequency FA2 is used through doing vertical 

handover of MRSs according to suggested 

condition. 

A variation of throughputs of non-transparent 

RS system using FA1 and a variation of 

throughputs of MSs which receive services from 

MRS using FA2 are analyzed. 

From figure 4, VHO conditions are defined as 
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Start

Initialize the simulation parameters

Initialize the simulation plane

Simulation drop = 0

Generate and locate users & MRSs

Simulation frame = 0

Service call: packet generation
User: fading generation

DL EESM

BS: scheduling, resource allocation, DL 
transmission

User: measurement & reporting,
DL reception, HARQ feedback

Frame < Nframe

Drop < Ndrop

Drop++

Frame++

Report the simulation results

End

MRS vertical handover check

Macro CellMicro Cell
Service call: packet generation

User: fading generation
DL EESM

BS: scheduling, resource allocation, DL 
transmission

User: measurement & reporting,
DL reception, HARQ feedback

MRS vertical handover check

MS & MRS position update MRS position update

MRS list update

Fig. 5. Flow chart for Simulation for MRS VHO

following table 1.

In order to perform the simulation for MRS 

vertical handover, the flow chart is made as 

shown in Figure 5. Along with VHO conditions 

mentioned in table 1, the simulation parameters 

for vertical handover are shown in Table 2.  

MRS(Mobile Relay Station) and FRS(Fixed Relation 

Station) are put into simulation parameters. As a 

result, sector and user throughputs according to 

position of MS(Mobile station) and MRS are 

measured.
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Description : Specification(Downlink)

 - Cell environment : 19 cells

 - Micro cell radius : 1500[m]

 - Overlay Macro cell radius: 6000[m]

 - AMC level: QPSK ~ 64QAM

 - Number of RSs: 2 FRSs per sector

 - Initial number of MRSs: 

 1 MRS per sector in Micro cell

 2 MRSs per sector in Macro cell

 - MSs per MRS: 5 MSs per MRS

 - Initial number of MS: 

 Micro cell: 5 MSs + 5MSs(=1 MRS) per sector

 Macro cell: 10 MSs (=2 MRS) per sector

- Configuration: 2 tiers 19 cells, 3 sectors/cell

- Frame structure: Non-transparent

- RS location: non-transparent : 1000, 1500 [m]

- Number of users per sector: 5

- Pathloss type(BS-RS / BS,RS-MS): 

 urban, LOS/NLOS
[9]

- Multipath type: ITU-R Pedestrian A (3 km/h, 25 

 %), B (10 km/h, 25 %), Vehicular A (60 km/h, 25 

 %), B (120 km/h, 25 %)
[12]

- Shadow modeling: spatial correlation, 

 cross correlation

- Shadowing standard deviation: Type E : 

 8 [dB] 
[13]

- BS/RS/MRS/MS antenna structure: 1 × 1 (SISO)

- BS/RS/MS / MRS height: 30 / 30 / 1.5 / 5[m]

- BS/RS/MS /MRS transmit power per sector: 

 20 / 5 / 0.2 / 1 [W]

- BS/RS/MS/MRS maximum antenna gain: 

 14 / 10 / 0 / 10 [dBi]

- Noise Figure: 9 [dB]

- DL/UL ratio: 2:1(DL=28 symbols, UL=14 symbols)

- Scheduling / traffic model: round robin / full buffer

- Frequency reuse: (1, 1, 3) [11]

Table 2. Simulation Parameters for vertical handover[10]
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Ⅳ. Simulation results

4.1. Optimal Macro cell size
In simulation, the optimal Macro cell size is 

analyzed to maximize throughputs of system(or 

sector) and user. Figure 6 illustrates sector 

throughput which can be thought as system 

performance and User throughput of MSs 

receiving from MRS in a vehicle according to 

Macro cell radius.

When Macro cell size is 5 km, it shows 

maximum throughput. The smaller cell radius 

becomes, the smaller the throughput becomes. If a 

cell radius becomes bigger, throughputs decrease 

because there is no interference from neighbor 

sector but amounts of signal decrease become 

bigger by path loss when MRS is far from BS. 

In less than 5 km, interference from BS of 

other sector or interference among MRSs makes 

throughput low compared to 5 km.

4.2. Sector Throughput vs. VHO Conditions
The system (or sector) throughput is analyzed. 

Figure 7 illustrates a comparison of sector 

throughput performance according to VHO 

conditions. 
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On the left graphs (at Micro cell), Overall 

system throughputs are improved through VHO. 

This is because MRS’s interference decreased 

through MRS’s VHO into Macro cell (FA2).

On the center graphs (at Macro cell), there are 

MSs in vehicle which receives services from 

MRS in Macro cell and sector throughput of 

Macro cell is improved through VHO. This is 

because MRSs of Micro cell went to Macro cell 

and Macro cell is serviced to more users.

On the right graphs (at Micro & Macro), all 

sector throughputs of Micro and Macro cell are 

improved through VHO. Performance through 

VHO under condition1 is best improved.

Comparing the blue bar with the rest of the 

bars in that graph, Overall throughputs of all 

systems are improved through VHO in case of a 

Micro cell as well as a Macro cell. 

4.3. User Throughput vs. VHO conditions 
Figure 8 illustrates user throughput received 

from MRS. On the left graphs, user throughput 

received from MRS is improved in a Micro cell 

rather than w/o VHO. The blue bar of condition1 

shows good performance. This is because the 

MRS which didn’t receive services due to low 

SINR in Micro cell shifted to Macro cell through 

VHO. 

On the center graphs, w/o VHO system 

illustrates high user throughput among user 

throughputs received from MRS because there are 

only two MRS per sector in w/o VHO system. If 

there is VHO, user’s throughput decreases because 

MRSs increase in Macro cell.

On the right graphs, throughput of user of 

condition1 improved. 

To summarize in view of sector and user 

throughputs, sector throughput and average user 

throughput are improved through VHO under 

condition1.

But a sector throughput and an average user 

throughput are degraded through VHO under 

condition2 and 1,2. 

Condition2 is not good because low velocity of 

the MRSs, which do not have good SINRs in 

Macro cell, caused the vertical handover to be 

ineffective. Throughput of Conditions1, 2 is 

degraded due to frequent VHO.

4.4. User Throughput in Micro cell 
Figure 9 illustrates user’s throughputs received 

from BS and FRS in Micro cell.

Average User throughputs are improved because 

system interferences decrease due to VHO of 

MRS. 

Ⅴ. Conclusion 

When a Macro cell size goes to 5 km, it 

shows the maximum throughput. The smaller cell 

radius becomes, the smaller the throughput 
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becomes. 

Comparing condition1 with rest of conditions 

such as w/o VHO, condition2 and condition1,2, 

Overall throughputs of all systems under 

condition1 are improved through VHO.

Condition1 shows good performance; this is 

because MRS which didn’t receive services due to 

low SINR in micro cell shifted to Macro cell 

through VHO. Average User throughputs are 

improved because system interferences decrease 

due to VHO of MRS.
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